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QUESTION 1

When a business analyst assists in the planning of the solution implementation, she must always consider the
constraints for implementation. Which one of the following cannot be considered as an implementation constraint? 

A. Weather 

B. Freeze periods 

C. Company policies 

D. Business cycle timings 

Correct Answer: A 

Weather is not a constraint, but an assumption. Constraints are things that limit the business analyst\\'s options on the
implementation of a solution. Answer: B is incorrect. Freeze periods are times of the business cycle when no disruptions
are allowed, such as in busy production times. Answer: C is incorrect. Company policies are the rules that may restrict
how and when work may be implemented. Answer: D is incorrect. Business cycle timings, like freeze periods, restrict
when implementations can happen in the project. 

 

QUESTION 2

Verification of requirements on the projects have highlighted an issue regarding misunderstanding of design models
among key stakeholders. A major reason cited for the misunderstanding was the technical jargon and models used in
the documentation. What must the business analyst (BA) do to improve the understanding? 

A. Ensure completeness within the models used 

B. Verify that elements within the models are used consistently 

C. Represent design models using common terminology 

D. Check for compliance with organization standards 

Correct Answer: C 

The BACCM can be used to: 

describe the profession and domain of business analysis, 

communicate about business analysis with a common terminology, 

evaluate the relationships of key concepts in business analysis, 

perform better business analysis by holistically evaluating the relationships among these six concepts, and 

evaluate the impact of these concepts and relationships at any point during a work effort in order to 

establish both a foundation and a path forward. 
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QUESTION 3

When a business analyst hosts a structured walkthrough of the requirements, what should the walkthrough always
include at the beginning of the process? 

A. Review of the business case for the analysis 

B. Review of the requirements to be discussed 

C. Agenda 

D. Identification of the objectives and goals 

Correct Answer: B 

A structured walkthrough should begin with a review of the requirements to be discussed in the session. 

Answer: C is incorrect. An agenda is often necessary, but it\\'s not the best answer for this question. 

Answer: A is incorrect. The business case isn\\'t needed for review during a structured walkthrough of the 

requirements. 

Answer: D is incorrect. The identification of the objectives and goals isn\\'t appropriate at this meeting. 

 

QUESTION 4

What can be considered the only input to the task of defining assumptions and constraints? 

A. Business case 

B. Prioritized requirements 

C. Requirements 

D. Stakeholder concern 

Correct Answer: D 

The only input to the task of defining assumptions and constraints is stakeholder concern. 

Answer: C is incorrect. Requirements aren\\'t inputs to the task of defining assumptions and constraints. 

Answer: B is incorrect. Prioritized requirements aren\\'t inputs to the task of defining assumptions and 

constraints. 

Answer: A is incorrect. The business case isn\\'t an input to the task of defining assumptions and 

constraints. 

 

QUESTION 5
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There are five tasks and six inputs to requirements management and communication. As a business analyst, you\\'ll
need to gather all of the following inputs for this knowledge area except for which one? 

A. Requirement Management Plan 

B. Work breakdown structure 

C. Business Analysis (BA) communication plan 

D. Solution scope 

Correct Answer: B 

The work breakdown structure (WBS) is a tool used to define the scope of work and to develop estimates. This tool
creates a hierarchy of work by decomposing the project scope into smaller and smaller pieces. WBS can perform the
following tasks: It may break the project into iterations, releases, or phases. It can break deliverables into work
packages. It may break activities into smaller tasks. Answer: C, A, and D are incorrect. The inputs to requirements
management and communication are as follows: Business Analysis (BA) communication plan Requirement
Management Plan Solution Scope Requirements Structure Organizational Process Assets Stakeholder, List, Roles, and
Responsibilities Requirements 

 

QUESTION 6

A business analyst (BA) is designing solutions for a set of requirements and finds that there is an opportunity to improve
the operations of the business. Which of the following is an opportunity for improvement the BA could recommend? 

A. Create a solution by constructing a number of solution components to meet the requirements 

B. Enable the solutions that will satisfy the highest priority requirements and stakeholder needs 

C. Provide information to staff so they can answer customer inquiries directly themselves 

D. Purchase software that contains features that are not currently required but are included for free 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

When a business analyst completes the elicitation process, she will create four outputs. Which one of the following is an
output of the elicitation process? 

A. Requirements management plan 

B. Resource identification 

C. Stakeholder Concerns 

D. Solution scope 

Correct Answer: C 

Following are the outputs of the elicitation process: Stakeholder Concerns Elicitation Results Schedule Resources
Supporting Materials 
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QUESTION 8

Mark is a business analyst for his organization. A business need has been identified; therefore, Mark immediately sets
out to identify the stakeholders. How long will stakeholder analysis need to continue? 

A. It will continue until all of the stakeholders have been identified. 

B. It will continue until the requirements have been approved. 

C. It will continue as long as business analysis continues. 

D. It will continue until the project charter is signed. 

Correct Answer: C 

Stakeholder analysis is an ongoing business analysis activity. It continues as long as business analysis 

continues. 

Answer: B is incorrect. This isn\\'t a valid statement, as stakeholder analysis continues as long as business 

analysis continues. 

Answer: A is incorrect. This isn\\'t a valid statement, as stakeholder analysis continues as long as business 

analysis continues. 

Answer: D is incorrect. This isn\\'t a valid statement, as stakeholder analysis continues as long as business 

analysis continues. 

 

QUESTION 9

Henry is the business analyst for the UUH Organization. Currently Henry is working on several work products as part of
the requirements development process. He may need to share these work products with the stakeholders. Which of the
following is not an example of a work product? 

A. Interview questions and notes 

B. Presentation slides 

C. Meeting agendas and minutes 

D. Requirements documentation 

Correct Answer: D 

Requirements documentation is not a work product but a formal document that describes the requirements 

for the solution scope. 

Solution scope is a set of capabilities a solution must deliver in order to meet the business need. 
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Answer: C, A, and B are incorrect. These are examples of a work product. 

 

QUESTION 10

Henry and Fred are working together on business analysis duties for the implementation of new software. Henry, the
business analyst, tells Fred that they should take the current measurement of productivity, and then measure again after
the solution has been implemented. This benchmarking approach will allow Henry and Fred to see the real effect of the
solution on the business need. What term is assigned to this measurement? 

A. Post implementation factor 

B. Yield 

C. Key performance indicators 

D. S-Curve 

Correct Answer: C 

The measurements are known as key performance indicators. It\\'s an approach for measuring how well the 

solution has affected the organization. Answer: D is incorrect. The S-curve describes the direction of 

elements over time, such as time and cost, in a typical business analysis activity or in a project. 

Answer: B is incorrect. The yield is the output of the effort. 

Answer: A is incorrect. It is not a business analysis term so this choice is incorrect. 

 

QUESTION 11

Mark is the business analyst for his organization. He is working with the solution development team and he believes that
the team does not want to implement a certain portion of the requirements. The team is expressing the difficulty of the
requirements and how it will be extremely challenging to complete. When Mark asks about a similar project that the
team completed, they insist that this is a different type of requirements though Mark believes that it is not. What is the
solution development team appearing to do to the requirements? 

A. Get the requirements removed from the project scope. 

B. Change the prioritization of the requirements based on overstated complexity of the project work. 

C. Change the prioritization of the requirements based on the past project. 

D. Have the business analyst report the difficulty of the project work to the project customer. 

Correct Answer: B 

In this instance it appears that the solution development team is attempting to change the prioritization of the
requirements to their benefit by overestimating the complexity of the project work. 

 

QUESTION 12
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A business analyst (BA) needs to obtain agreement on and approval of requirements for a software solution. In order for
this task to proceed, what does the BA need to understand? 

A. The verified requirements 

B. The solution design 

C. The business analysis approach 

D. The stakeholder roles 

Correct Answer: C 

 

Reference: 

Babok v3.0 ?IIBA guide 

 

QUESTION 13

Which one of the following is not an event-based elicitation technique? 

A. Focus group 

B. Interface analysis 
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C. Interview 

D. Workshop 

Correct Answer: B 

Interface analysis is not an event-based elicitation technique. It is an elicitation technique that identifies 

interfaces between solutions and how the interfaces will interact. 

Answer: D is incorrect. A workshop is an event-based elicitation technique. 

Answer: A is incorrect. A focus group is an event-based elicitation technique. 

Answer: C is incorrect. An interview is an event-based elicitation technique. 

 

QUESTION 14

You are the business analyst for an organization and you\\'re managing your stakeholders through the requirements
validation activities. Your stakeholders are categorized by executives, functional managers, directors, end users, and
customers. Which of these stakeholders are involved in the requirements validation activities? 

A. All of the stakeholders 

B. Functional management 

C. Executives 

D. Customers 

Correct Answer: A 

All of the stakeholders should be involved in the validation activities. 

Answer: D is incorrect. All of the stakeholders should be involved in the validation activities, not just the 

customers. 

Answer: C is incorrect. All of the stakeholders should be involved in the validation activities, not just the 

executives. 

Answer: B is incorrect. All of the stakeholders should be involved in the validation activities, not just 

functional management. 

 

QUESTION 15

In the life of a project, when do the number and impact of change requests often increase? 

A. During project planning 

B. Once the project scope is reviewed 
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C. Towards the end of the project 

D. At the launch of the project 

Correct Answer: C 

As the life of the project draws towards its end, there\\'s often an increase in the number of change requests. When
change requests are made towards the end of a project, however, the cost and impact of the change increases
significantly. Answer: D is incorrect. It\\'s ideal for change requests, if they must happen, to happen at the launch of the
project, not just at the end. Answer: A is incorrect. The best answer is that change requests must happen towards the
end of project execution, not just project planning. Planning spans the entire life of the project. Answer: B is incorrect.
Scope review happens early in the project and changes early in the project are easier to incorporate and manage than
changes at the end of the project. 
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